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SUPPLEMENTARY BIBLIOGRAPHY  

 

Note : this bibliography is intended to supplement (not replace) the chapter bibliographies in 

the printed third edition (2015) of Renewable Energy Resources. 

 

CHAPTER 1 – PRINCIPLES 

 

Jean-Claude Sabonnadiere (ed),  Renewable Energies ( 2009), ISTE [UK] and Wiley [USA].  

{Useful professional reference work , at more advanced level than Renewable Energy 

Resources; translated from a French original} 

 

Pope Francis (2015),  Laudato Si': an encyclical letter of the holy father Francis on our 

common home,  The Holy See: Rome (180 pages).  Available at: 

http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/encyclicals/documents/papa-

francesco_20150524_enciclica-laudato-si.html   { a strong and thoughtful statement on 

sustainable development generally, from a moral standpoint}  

 

 

Websites:  

 

http://theenergycollective.com/?ref=navbar  {online discussion forum for „professionals‟ on 

energy and climate change, including policies , technologies and economics}  

 

CHAPTER 2 – SOLAR RADIATION  

 

M Box and GP Box (2015), Physics of radiation and climate, CRC Press. {postgrad level 

physics text, explaining  scattering and absorption from quantum mechanics, but also goes into 

atmospheric dynamics and climate } 

 

Chapter 3 – SOLAR WATER HEATING 

 

DY Goswami (2015) , Principles of Solar Engineering, third edition , CRC Press. { Covers 

the subjects of Renewable Energy Resources chapters 2-5 in more detail and to a  more 

advanced level.  A significant update of the 2001 edition. } 

 

 

Chapter 4- OTHER SOLAR THERMAL 

 

Paul Kohlenbach  & Uli Jakob (2014),  Solar Cooling: The Earthscan Expert Guide to Solar 

Cooling Systems, Routledge. 208 pages  {discusses both heat-driven and photovoltaic-driven 

systems} 

 

http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/encyclicals/documents/papa-francesco_20150524_enciclica-laudato-si.html
http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/encyclicals/documents/papa-francesco_20150524_enciclica-laudato-si.html
http://theenergycollective.com/?ref=navbar
http://www.routledge.com/books/search/author/paul_kohlenbach/
http://www.routledge.com/books/search/author/uli_jakob/


Desalination {a long-established journal covering both thermal and membrane technologies 

and their application, published by Elsevier} .    

See especially: 

Noreddine Ghaffour, Jochen Bundschuh, Hacene Mahmoudi, Mattheus F.A. Goosen (2015), 

“Renewable energy-driven desalination technologies: A comprehensive review on challenges 

and potential applications of integrated systems”, Desalination, Volume 356,  Pages 94-114 

 

 

Chapter 5 – PHOTOVOLTAICS 

 

Robert F. Service, “Perovskite Solar Cells Keep On Surging”, Science 2 May 2014: 458. 

[DOI:10.1126/science.344.6183.458]  {one of a stream of recent articles on this promising 

new type of thin-film solar cells based on compounds like CH3NH3PbI3; for a more general 

account see the Wikipedia article “Perovskite Solar Cells” and for updates, see the website 

www.sciencedaily.com } 

 

Chapter 6 – HYDROPOWER 

 

Bryan Leyland, (2014) Small Hydroelectric Engineering Practice, CRC Press,  254 pages. 

{Detailed guide for engineers and investors, full of practical advice on the options at each 

stage, and how to pick the right and wrong ones for a particular project.}  

 

Blakers, A. (2015). “A renewable solution to the problem of peak power”. Australasian 

Science  36, 27-29. {Points out that in a grid dominated by wind and PV, as is likely in some 

sunny countries, short-term storage of a few hours is key. Argues that  distributed „off-river‟  

pumped hydro systems comprising hectare-scale “reservoirs” with walls scooped from the 

centre can meet this need.}    

 

Chapter 7  - WIND RESOURCE 

 

 

 

Chapter 8  -  WIND POWER TECHNOLOGY 

 

European Wind Energy Association (2015) Wind Energy – The Facts : A Guide to the 

Technology, Economics and Future of Wind Power, Routledge  {a useful guide on those 

aspects from an industry perspective}  

 

http://cf01.erneuerbareenergien.schluetersche.de/files/smfiledata/4/5/9/4/0/5/105bWindNucBI

CS2014.pdf  [Charts showing GWh generated from wind and nuclear in China, India and 

Brazil 1993-2014; in both China and India wind is greater and increasing faster. ] 

 

http://www.sciencedirect.com.virtual.anu.edu.au/science/article/pii/S0011916414005475
http://www.sciencedirect.com.virtual.anu.edu.au/science/article/pii/S0011916414005475
http://www.sciencedaily.com/
http://www.routledge.com/books/search/author/bryan_leyland/
http://www.routledge.com/books/search/author/european_wind_energy_association/
http://cf01.erneuerbareenergien.schluetersche.de/files/smfiledata/4/5/9/4/0/5/105bWindNucBICS2014.pdf
http://cf01.erneuerbareenergien.schluetersche.de/files/smfiledata/4/5/9/4/0/5/105bWindNucBICS2014.pdf


 

 

CHAPTER 9 – BIOMASS RESOURCES 

 

Renate Schubert (ed) (2009) Future Bioenergy and Sustainable Land Use, Earthscan 

– 392 pages ; also downloadable from www.WBGU.de {A report for the German Advisory 

Council on Global Change arguing that a sustainable use of bioenergy is possible and outlining 

how opportunities can be exploited while at the same time minimizing risks.} 

 

Ort, DR et al (2015), Redesigning photosynthesis to sustainably meet global food  and 

bioenergy demand, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. (USA) 112, 8529-8536. {An updated review of 

progress in bioenegineered photosynthesis} 

 

Alexandra Krawicz, Diana Cedeno, Gary F. Moore (2014) . Energetics and Efficiency 

Analysis of a Cobaloxime-Modified Semiconductor at Simulated Air Mass 1.5 Illumination. 

Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics; DOI: 10.1039/C4CP00495G {a promising relatively 

cheap catalyst for producing Hydrogen from water; One of several approaches to „artificial 

photosynthesis‟ under active development at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and reported by 

sciencedaily.com ; another approach uses light-capturing nanowires and bacteria to produce 

organic compounds from CO2 } 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 10 – BIOENERGY TECHNOLOGIES 

 

 

Tim Pullen (2015) Anaerobic Digestion – Making Biogas – Making Energy:  

The Earthscan Expert Guide , Routledge– 190 pages {a useful guide to the technologies and 

financial implications of biogas for famers, community leaders and „eco-entrepreneurs} 

 

 

CHAPTER 11 – WAVE POWER 

 

Enferad, E and Nazarpour , D (2013). “Ocean's Renewable Power and Review of 

Technologies: Case Study Waves”, chapter 12 In New Developments in Renewable Energy, 

Prof. Hasan Arman (Ed.), ISBN: 978-953-51-1040-8, InTech, DOI: 10.5772/53806. Available 

from: http://www.intechopen.com/books/new-developments-in-renewable-energy/ocean-s-

renewable-power-and-review-of-technologies-case-study-waves 

{weblink updated from that in printed edition} 
 

IRENA (2014) Ocean Energy : technology readiness, patents, deployment status, and outlook, 

International Renewable Energy Agency, Abu Dhabi {a broadbrush review covering wave 

power, tidal power, and OTEC; available free online at www.irena.org}  

 

http://www.routledge.com/books/search/author/renate_schubert/
http://www.wbgu.de/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/C4CP00495G
http://www.routledge.com/books/search/author/tim_pullen/
http://www.intechopen.com/books/new-developments-in-renewable-energy/ocean-s-renewable-power-and-review-of-technologies-case-study-waves
http://www.intechopen.com/books/new-developments-in-renewable-energy/ocean-s-renewable-power-and-review-of-technologies-case-study-waves
http://www.irena.org/


 

CHAPTER 12 – TIDAL POWER 

 

P Dixon (October 2015) “Tidal power : a different perspective”, Renewable Energy Focus,  

16(4) 78-80. {describes yet another  new class of tidal flow turbine now under development : a 

„tidal fence‟ of transverse turbines, like the blades of  old-fashioned lawn mower} 

 

 

CHAPTER 13 – OCEAN GRADIENT ENERGY 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 14 – GEOTHERMAL 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 15 – ENERGY SYSTEMS 

 

M Diesendorf (2007),  Greenhouse Solutions with Sustainable Energy, UNSW Press, Sydney 

{gives scenarios and analysis for a 100% renewable energy system for Australia, with useful 

discussions of technologies involved;  also discusses the problems with „solutions‟ based on 

nuclear or carbon sequestration}   

 

R Huggins (2016), Energy storage 2016: fundamentals, materials and applications, 2
nd

 

edition, Springer-Verlag {strong on electrochemical storage , but also covers thermal,  

chemical, and mechanical storage } 

 

Meng-Chang Lin, Ming Gong, Bingan Lu, Yingpeng Wu, Di-Yan Wang, Mingyun Guan,  

Michael Angell,  Changxin Chen,  Jiang Yang,  Bing-Joe Hwang   & Hongjie Dai (2015) “An 

ultrafast rechargeable aluminium-ion battery”, Nature, 520, 324-328, 19 April 2015 {a 

promising new lightweight battery system- although still at research stage} 

 

“Solid electrolytes open door to solid state batteries” , http://phys.org/news/2016-03-solid-

electrolytes-doors-solid-state-batteries.html. {reports on a new class of batteries, now being 

actively researched in the search for high energy and power density; the electrolyte is a solid 

crystal structure through which ions (especially small ions like Li+) can 'hop' easily, 

essentially maintaining a flow of ions similar to that which occurs inside a liquid electrolyte} 

 

DOE/EPRI Electricity Storage Handbook 

Sandia National Laboratories, Report no. SAND2013-5131 (2013). {Reports on status and 

costs of storage  mechanisms in USA, mainly for grids, but also industrial and residential 

scale; report is freely downloadable}.  

 

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nature14340.html#auth-1
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nature14340.html#auth-2
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nature14340.html#auth-3
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nature14340.html#auth-4
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nature14340.html#auth-5
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nature14340.html#auth-6
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nature14340.html#auth-7
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nature14340.html#auth-8
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nature14340.html#auth-9
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nature14340.html#auth-10
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nature14340.html#auth-11
http://phys.org/news/2016-03-solid-electrolytes-doors-solid-state-batteries.html
http://phys.org/news/2016-03-solid-electrolytes-doors-solid-state-batteries.html


International Energy Agency (2014)  Technology  Roadmap: energy storage,  Paris  {freely 

downloadable; global status and projection scenarios for a range of technologies }   

 

IRENA (2015), Battery Storage for Renewables: market status and technology outlook, 

International Renewable Energy Agency, Abu Dhabi {useful review, with focus on RE; 

freely downloadable} 

 

Matthias Popp: Speicherbedarf bei einer Stromversorgung mit erneuerbaren Energien, 

[“storage requirement with a power supply using renewable energies”], Springer-Verlag 

Berlin Heidelberg 2010, ISBN: 978-3-642-01926-5  

{ In German , but see summary in English at 

http://poppware.de/Storage_for_a_secure_Power_Supply_from_Wind_and_Sun.pdf ; analyses 

requirement for Europe on 100% wind+sun, advocates new specially built facilities (not on 

rivers)} 

 

Mofur L., Nuttall P. and Newell A. (2015). Renewable Energy Options for Shipping.  

International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) Abu Dhabi.  www.irena.org {looks at all 

tonnages, and all relevant technologies including wind (sails, Flettner rotors, etc),  biofuels, 

PV, H2 fuel cells.} 

 

Mahieux C. and  Oudalov A., (April 2016) “Microgrids enter the mainstream” , Renewable 

Energy Focus, 17 (2) , 70-72  {describes some systems that are literally on islands, and some 

that are “islanded” , i.e. can operate as part of a large grid  or isolated from it as required, 

which is an emerging trend}. 

 

Sherif S.A., Goswami D.Y., Stefanakos E.K. and Steinfeld A. (editors) (2015) , "Handbook of 

Hydrogen Energy". CRC Press, pp 1040. {A comprehensive multi-author study written for 

reference purposes.  The content is predominantly technical and scientific for an overarching 

'hydrogen economy'. The 9 sections include production methods (including electrolysis and 

direct biological and solar), instrumentation, storage, transportation and use}. 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 16 – USING ENERGY EFFICIENTLY 

 

Sorrell S. (2015) Reducing energy demand: A review of issues, challenges and approaches. 

Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews. 2015;47:74-82.  

{emphasises social and psychological issues, which make this a harder challenge than often 

thought; Note: this article is freely downloadable} 

 

 

CHAPTER 17 – INSTITUTIONAL AND ECONOMIC 

 

 

http://poppware.de/Storage_for_a_secure_Power_Supply_from_Wind_and_Sun.pdf
http://www.irena.org/


Mark Diesendorf (2014) Sustainable Energy Solutions for Climate Change, Routledge – 380 

pages {similar coverage to RER but with less detail on technology and more on policy} 

 

UN Sustainable Development Network  (2014), Pathways to deep decarbonization  

{report presented to United Nations Summit on Sustainable Development (2014) ; 

downloadable from  http://unsdsn.org/what-we-do/deep-decarbonization-pathways/  ; technical 

and economic modelling to 2050 in 15 countries representing 70% of global emissions; 

concludes that replacing fossil fuels by RE to level close to that required to avoid “dangerous 

climate change” is both technically and economically feasible}   

 

P Alstone, D Gershenson, D Kammen (2015) “Decentralized energy systems for clean 

electricity access”,   Nature Climate Change, 5, 305-314 

{Points to rapid spread of  decentralized energy networks, based on super-efficient end-use 

appliances and low-cost photovoltaics,  supported by critical and widely available information 

technologies, particularly mobile phones and virtual financial services. These „disruptive‟ 

technology systems can rapidly increase access to basic electricity services. }   

 

John Mathews & Hao Tan (2015) “China’s Renewable Energy Revolution” (Palgrave Pivot, 

ISBN 9781137546241).   {China is now running into the limits of its past fossil-fuelled 

expansion, both for reasons of immediate environmental degradation (unbreathable air), 

energy insecurity (imports from problematic parts of the world) as well as increasing 

international pressure over carbon emissions. This book describes China‟s investment in 

expansion of power generating capacity utilizing renewable energy sources such as water, 

wind and solar – making China by far the largest manufacturer, builder and user of renewable 

power systems on the planet.} 

 

IEA (2015) , WEO 2015 Special Report on Energy and Climate Change, International Energy 

Agency , Paris. { published as a contribution to the COP-21 climate conference in Paris, this 

report proposes a bridging strategy to deliver a near-term peak in global energy-related 

greenhouse-gas emissions, based on five pragmatic measures that can advance climate goals 

through the energy sector without blunting economic growth, with the greatest contribution 

coming from  improved end-use efficiency}. Freely available at 

http://www.worldenergyoutlook.org/publications/weo-2015/energyclimate/ .  

 

Lester R Brown (2015), The great transition: shifting from fossil fuels to solar and wind 

energy, WW Norton, New York.  {short but well-researched account of trend towards RE 

world-wide and why it is occurring; see www.earth-policy.org for references and data cited}  

 

Peter Fairley (2016) , New Scientist Gamechanger- Energy, downloadable from 

newscientist.com/gamechangers {Argues that renewable energy is entering a virtuous circle, 

with rising investment and greater deployment bringing down costs, while fossil fuels, in 

contrast, appear locked in a downward spiral, in which financial and political misfortune feed 

off each other. Unfortunately lacking in detailed references to data.} 

 

http://www.routledge.com/books/search/author/mark_diesendorf/
http://unsdsn.org/what-we-do/deep-decarbonization-pathways/
http://www.worldenergyoutlook.org/publications/weo-2015/energyclimate/
http://www.earth-policy.org/


 

 

Appendix D – Comparisons of Technologies   

 

REN21 (2015), Renewables 2015 Global Status Report, Paris: REN21 Secretariat. 

[downloadable at www.ren21.net] {highlights: As of end-2014, renewables comprised an 

estimated 27.7% of the world‟s power generating capacity, enough to supply an estimated 

22.8% of global electricity demand. Global new investment in renewable power capacity was 

more than twice that of investment in net fossil fuel power capacity } 

 

IRENA (2015),  Renewable Power Generation Costs in 2014, International Renewable Energy 

Agency, Abu Dhabi. {Results from IRENA‟s world-wide database show that RE, particularly 

wind and PV at suitable locations and scale , are even more competitive with fossil fuel 

systems than indicated in RER Fig D5}  

http://www.ren21.net/

